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2021 Outlook from Bloomberg Tax &
Accounting Explores Top Issues for 2021
Bloomberg Tax & Accounting has announced the availability of its 2021 Outlook on
Tax, a 50-plus page collection of news and insights from practitioners that focuses
on the key federal, state, and international tax issues that tax professionals will ...
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Bloomberg Tax & Accounting has announced the availability of its 2021 Outlook on
Tax, a 50-plus page collection of news and insights from practitioners that focuses
on the key federal, state, and international tax issues that tax professionals will have
to navigate in the year ahead. The report is available for complimentary download at
http://onb-tax.com/sobf50Di0dS.

Key issues addressed in the Tax Outlook 2021 include:
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Federal Tax: The Biden administration’s tax plans, how Covid-19 relief measures
could trigger tax �ling mistakes, and IRS enforcement trends.
International Tax: What’s next for Europe’s tax agenda, international tax
avoidance rules and related cases, and tax scrutiny in transfer pricing.
State Tax: Remote work and employers’ new state and local tax obligations and
state actions supporting e-commerce taxation.

“Our 2021 Outlook on Tax features an unrivaled combination of coverage from
Bloomberg Tax’s team of expert reporters along with actionable insights offered by
leading tax practitioners from across the globe,” said Lisa Fitzpatrick, President,
Bloomberg Tax & Accounting. “From topics as varied as cases to watch at the
Supreme Court to the tax consequences of a remote workforce to increasing tax
scrutiny in transfer pricing, Bloomberg Tax offers the most complete solution for tax
professionals so they are ready for anything that comes their way in 2021.”

Bloomberg Tax & Accounting provides comprehensive global research, news and
technology services enabling tax and accounting professionals to get the timely,
accurate, and in-depth information they need to plan and comply with con�dence.
Our �agship Bloomberg Tax platform combines the proven expertise and
perspectives of leading practitioners in our renowned Tax Management Portfolios™
with integrated news from the industry-leading Daily Tax Report®, authoritative
analysis and insights, primary sources, and time-saving practice tools. Bloomberg
Tax technology solutions help practitioners simplify complex processes to better
mitigate risk and maximize pro�tability. For more information, visit
pro.bloombergtax.com/
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